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QUESTION 1

You are in charge of automating and configuring Google Cloud Directory Sync for your organization. Within the config
manager, how can you proactively prevent applying widespread deletions within your Workspace environment if your
company\\'s LDAP undergoes a substantial modification? 

A. Manually run Google Cloud Directory Sync only after performing a simulated sync. 

B. Specify the minimum and maximum number of objects to synchronize in each configuration item. 

C. Configure the tool to delete users only when run from the config manager. 

D. Configure limits for the maximum number of deletions on each synchronization. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: You can use limits with Google Cloud Directory Sync (GCDS) to set the maximum number of deletions
permitted on each simulation or synchronization. If it reaches this limit, GCDS stops and does not sync any changes.
https:// support.google.com/a/answer/9520714?fl=1 

 

QUESTION 2

The CEO of your company heard about new security and collaboration features and wants to know how to stay up to
date. You are responsible for testing and staying up to date with new features, and have been asked to prepare a
presentation for management. 

What should you do? 

A. Download the Google Workspace roadmap, and work together with a deployment specialist for new features. 

B. Create a support ticket for the Google Workspace roadmap, and ask to enable the latest release of Google
Workspace. 

C. Subscribe to the Google Workspace release calendar, and Join the Google Cloud Connect Community. 

D. Change Google Workspace release track to: Rapid Release for faster access to new features. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Your organization is preparing to deploy Workspace and will continue using your company\\'s existing identity provider
for authentication and single sign-on (SSO). In order to migrate data from an external system, you were required to
provision each user\\'s account in advance. Your IT team and select users (~5% of the organization) have been using
Workspace for configuration and testing purposes. The remainder of the organization can technically access their
accounts now, but the IT team wants to block their access until the migrations are complete. What should your
organization do? 

A. Remove Google Workspace license to prevent users from accessing their accounts now. 

B. Suspend users that the organization does not wish to have access. 
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C. Add the users to the OU with all services disabled. 

D. Use Context-Aware Access to simultaneously block access to all services for all users and allow access to all
services for the allowed users. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: https://support.google.com/a/answer/182449?hl=en 

 

QUESTION 4

Your organization deployed Google Workspace Enterprise within the last year, with the support of a partner. The
deployment was conducted in three stages: Core IT, Google Guides, and full organization. You have been tasked with
developing a targeted ongoing adoption plan for your Google Workspace organization. 

What should you do? 

A. Use Google Guides to deliver ad-hoc training to all of their co-workers and reports. 

B. Use Work Insights to gather adoption metrics and target your training exercises. 

C. Use Reports APIs to gather adoption metrics and Gmail APIs to deliver training content directly. 

D. Use a script to monitor Email attachment types and target users that aren\\'t using Drive sharing. 

Correct Answer: A 

[https://static.googleusercontent.com/media/www.google.com/en//support/enterprise/static/
gapps/docs/admin/en/gapps_transition/gapps_transition_guide.pdf] identifies Google Guides as early adopters and
champions that can help coworkers get up to speed quickly 

 

QUESTION 5

Your sales team, which is organized as its own organizational unit, is prone to receiving malicious attachments. What
action should you take, as an administrator, to apply an additional layer of protection in the admin console for your sales
team without disrupting business operation? 

A. Configure an attachment compliance rule to send any emails with attachments received by users within the sales
team organizational unit to an administrator quarantine. 

B. Configure an attachment compliance rule to strip any attachments received by users within the sales team
organizational unit. 

C. Configure the security sandbox feature on the sales team organizational unit. 

D. Update the Email Allowlist in the admin console to only include IP addresses of known senders. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://support.google.com/a/answer/7676854?hl=en#:~:text=As%20an%20administrator,m alicious%20attachments. 
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